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VAThEMATICS EODULE # 1

"Introduction"

by Arthor Justice

Overview

ThiS IT)dulo 0031L:Ur2J tO iva you the direction for completing this series
of modules on meLhods of telehing mathematics in the elementary school. In this
module the learner will alF,n have presenLed the basic teaching principles and
procedures necessary in tolay's mathematics programs.

Terminal Objective

The 'learner will know the basic teaching principles and procedures used in
today's mathematics programs. The learner will know how to proceed through the
following modules for learning the proceduLos to teach elementary school
mathematics.

Preassessment

Similar to the Post Test.

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to determine a studenc's rendiness for the
mathematical program.

2. The learner will be able to select materials pertinant to the skill
being taught.

3. The learner will be able to select teaching aides suitable to be used
with the ability level cf the student.

4. The learner will be able to proceed through the series of modules,
self-pacing so as to complete the requirement by the date established
by the instructor.

5. The learner will turn in a written evaluation of this module before
receiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will examine the publications, Today's Mathematics; and
Mathematics Coals and Accivities K-6, Parts 1, 2, and 3.



I.

"Introduction" (continued, page 2)

2. The learner will read, Todav's Mathematics, pp. 3-5.

3. The learner will listen to the tape,"Introduction."

Post-Test

The learner will complete a written test at the 80 percent correct level
to receive credit for this module.
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MATHEMATICS MODUEL # 2

"Aids to Teaching"

Overview

The day of the teacher who teaches with a textbook in her hand and n11 her
students on the same page, doing the same problems, is over. Today's mathematical

programs require a teacher to use as many different teaching aids as she can. The

individual differences of children require a teacher to know and use many approaches

to teach the same concept. This module is designed to familiarize the Leacher wiLh

a variety of teaching aids.

Terminal Objective

Upon completion of this module, the Leacher will be familiar with teaching
aids and sources to locate teaching aids.

Preassessment

Similar to the Post Test.

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to select commercial aids to be used in his

teaching.

2. The learner will be able to plan and construct original Leaching aids

to be used in her Leaching.

3. The learner will be able to pinn and utilize bulletin boards and
flannel boards in her teaching.

4. The learner will wri!.e an evaluation of this module before receiving

credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will examine two catalogs of-school supplies ind submit to
the instructor the names and address of the conaercial companies on

a 3" x 5" file card.

2. The learner yill examine the commercial nids to teachiAl m;i01,-.:mntics

located in the Curriculum Materials Center and will 11:;o Fmiliarize
himself with the exhibit of mathematics textbooks locat(A in the
Curriculum Materials Center.



"Aids to Teaching" (continued, pge 2)

3. The learner will examine Plus, Educational Services, Inc., PA,4, .md
will select three (3) activiti(!s to motivJte the tchins; of a ..:H11.

The activities will be written on a I" x 5" file card and rat to
the instructor for recording.

4. The learner will examine the publications, Bailsed Bullotin Boards.,
Bulletin Board Idea Sources, Butletln Boards for holidays and Seamus,
Bulletin Boards for Subjec.t Areas, Bulletin_Boards for the iiiddlo
Grades, E-7. Bulletin dlo.ards and 41) Bulletin j1,:..ds, and will plan,
produce, and display a bulletin board to be used in teachin;; a
area .

5. The learn.r.tr uill read the publication, How to Nake and ;;se Flannel
Boards, and will plan, produce and ikmonstrate the use of the 171::nnel
board in tea:thing a skill area.

6. The learner will listen to the tape, "Aids to Teaching."

Post-Test

1. The learaer will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan
to teach the coaeepts of this module. This lesson plan must contain a
clear statement of objectives to be tati:.;ht, procedures to develop the
understnding of the objective, materials to be used, the vocabulary
necessary for understanding and an instrument for evaluation to
assess the success of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonstrate to the instructor, using one aspet of
the above lesson plan, a teaching aid to be used in teaching this
concept. This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with
a peer group, or with a group of elementary school children.



MATHEMATICS 1

"Ge0 Cr,'"

by Arthur JusCic(.!

Overview

Geometry is a part of elementary matlitmatic,1 and of our everyday nves.
Geometric shapes nre all around us. Geometric LcrLiis like p_o_hits, prLin_cs,

and lipace are part of the space age vocabulary. has studied ,,oemelry ft)r

over 100 years in an effoct to improve his uuderstHnding of the uorld hi v!hich

he lives.

Gc.ometry is divided into two pJrts, ihe ,:rv! the i:letric. Non-

metric geometry is concerned with the geometric properties of fJmiliar objects
and is t.mg,ht intuitively. The formal, dedoctive method of instruction is
reserved for high school. Metric geometry involv-os mf.asuring the perimeters,

areas, and volumes of geometric shapes. Ma:ht-matical patte rmis often are found

in geometric shapes and can then be celated lo paueins. ,;trd,,nts :flmould

be conscious of the relationships and be alerted to look for them.

Terminal Objective

Upon completion of this module, the ledrner will be able to dnd

demonstrate to -;Iiildron the ce.icepts of geometry.

Preasessment

Similar to the Post: Test,

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to list several of the basic terms of geometry
and demonstrate understanding of Chem by using Chem corrc(ly in
mathematical sentences.

2. The learner will be able to use correct mathwalical nealion for
figures such as line siment, lines, r:ivs, and antrles. (This is not
an indusive list, rather it is n strostion of the types of fiorcis.)

3. The learner will be able to classify angles according Lo their mc.asH:-us.

4. The learner will be able to use the measures of Lv, angles to tell
whether the angles nre cimplementary or supplementary.

5. The learner will be able to use a straightedge and compass to :)iSiAA

given angle.
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"Geometry" (continued, page 2)

6. The learner will be able to idenlify Hoyle c I ni culvo!: in the pLome.

7. The learner will be able to cl.,s!;ify accolding to the e-mber
of sides that they contain.

8. The learner will be able to cl.ni,;ify triaolos according to the
measures of their angles.

9. The learner will he able to clas!;it'v cco:.-diug Lo the
measures of their sides.

10. The learner will be able to calculate peri;:eters and areas of sql_i.ary_s,

rectangles, parallelorams, and tri.,.i,q-Les.

11. The learner will be able to apply the "Pythogorean Theorem."

12. The learner will be able to demonstrate understanding of the basic
concepts of transformational geometry.

13. The learner will be able to recognize rind classify spice figures fmch
as Eyisms, pyramids, cylinders, cones, and spheres.

14. The learner will be able to use matl -atical notation to name the parts
of any given prism or pyramid.

15. The learner will be able to calculate the volume and lateral area of
a prism, given certain facts.

16. The learner will turn in a written cvaluntion of this module prior to
receiving credit for it.

F.nab1. in7 Activiri.es

1. The learner will re:Id Today's Mathematics pp. 339-349; 383-404;
425-436.

2. The learner will solve Exercise Sot #18, pp. 349-350, Toclay's
Mathematics, E:.:erciso Set #20, pp. 405-'in7, Pt.day's M,:th[matics;

Exercise Set #21, pp. 436-437 Toda-' Lric, ad --,c(ent to
the instructor for recording.

3. The learner will e;:omine Activities for Children, Todav's .111,0maties,

as directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 352-356; 410-417; 439-440

Middle Grade: pp. 355-357; 415-422; 439-441.



"Ceomet ry" (continued, pav,e 3)

4. The learner will exnmi , .(it I
t i vi

Part 1, as directed below:

Early Childhood: none

Middle grade: P. 156

Mathematics Goals and Activit ..s 1,-1; 3

Early Childhood: pp. 10-43; 64; '(-1.06; 118-123

Middle Cradu: pp. 37-74; 118-123; 1.3-1)0; L!,5-147;
153-161; 1(.7>.

5. The learner will road the followin

a. "Developing Geometric Concepts in Lho Kioderrtn," Lda Mie
Heard, Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. lb, M:rch, 19;), pp. 229-?";0.

b. "Some K-6 Ccemetry," Trvin nrune, i_c_jo.sh*e.r, Vol. 14,
16, pp. 441-4!17.

c. "Ceometry All Around Us Ji,n C. E,;::,:;ard, "1:ac1!er,
Vol. 16, 1,16, Octe1,er, 1969' pp. !!37-45.

d. "Creative Mathematics With A Ceoo.ird,"Petor Ar_itme.tic
Teacher, Vol. 17, April, 1970, p. 347.

e. "Teaching Perimeter and Area," Loia May, Tac.her__, J.:ouary, 1909,
pp. 81-84.

f. "The Ins and Outs of Polyvu," Lola
November, 1970, pp. 102-103.

6. The learner will listen to the tape, "Ceometry."

Post-Test

1. The learner will devel,np and present Lo the io.-.11.cLor .1 lc ,,n piJn
to teach ate concepts of this modole. This le.;,u,n plin ,i1 a
clear statement of objectives to be tau:.;ht, procedures ' v fhe
understanding of the objective, materials .to 5,2 usd, tho I .,1.11y

necessary for understanding and an instrument for oi!hlitHn Lt,
the success of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonstrate
f 11 instructor, nsirn; ct of

the above lesson plan, a teaching aid to be wled in t(t;leThin
concept. This dcmonstration.may he with the instructor only, Yith
a peer group, or with a group of elemenLary school children.
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MATHEMATICS MODULE ft' 4

"Sets, Set Language and Set Operations"

by Arthur Justice

Overview

Most contemporay mathematics programs at the elementary school level are
teaching the concepts, language and operations of sets. The subject is taught
not for its own sake but to provide techniques for introducing fundamental
ideas of mathematics. Modern mathematics emphasizes precise language and exact
expression. By using set concepts, we are able to describe mathematical ideas

,perations more clearly and more simply than with traditional methods alone.

Terminal Objective

Upon completing this module .the learner will be able to explain and
demonstrate to children Set Concepts, Set Language, and Set Operations.

Preassessment

Similar to the Post Test.

Er'abling Objectives

1. The learner will define the term "set" and specify sets by descril 'ng
or listing their elements;

2. The learner will use diagrams to show whether two sets con be placed
in one-to-one correspondence;

3. The learner will identify instances of sets which are empty;

4. The learner will use set notation to specify the cardinal number of
a set;

5. The learner will determine whether or not two given sets are equal
or equivalent;

6. The learner will determine whether a first set in or is not a subset
of a second set;

7. The learner will use set notation to express relationships between sets;

8. The learner will find the union and intersection of a given pair of .;ets;

1 0



"Sets, Set Language and Sot Operations" (continued, page 2)

9. The learner will use various diagrams to show and interpret :-elation-ships between sets.

10. The learner will turn in a written evaluation on this module before
receiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read Today's Mathematics, 2nd Edition, James W. Hodden,pp. 7-11; 25-35.

2. The learner will solve the Exercise Set 2, pp. 11-12 (Today's Mathematics)
and Exercise Sct 3, pp. 35-37 (Toddy's Mathematics) and present to the
instructor for recording.

3. The learner will examine the Suggested Activities for Children (Toda'sMathematics) as directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 13-20; 29-46

Middle Grade: pp. 20-22; 46-51

4. The learner will examine Mathematics Goals and Activities K-6, Part 1,North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, as directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 10-34

Middle Grade: pp. 28-38

5. Tlie learner will read the following articles:

a "The Need to Master Set Theory," Dr. Lola J. May, Grade Tc:Icher_,
March, 1966, pp. 59-60; 151.

b. "Properties of Operations: A Meaningful Study," William J. Oosse,
The Arithmetic Teacher, April, 1969.

6. The learner will listen to the tape, "Sets."'

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan toteach the concepts of this module. This lesson plan must contcinclear statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to be iolt.:wedto reach the objective, a statement of materials needed in this 1..en,the vocabulary to be used, and an evaluation instrument to assess thesuccess of his teaching.

1 1



c3,2t: ;lot Oporm.1 tins" intiod , p..frp

2. The learner will demonstrato to the .nstrtictor, using one aspect of

the lesson plan developed ,ibove, a toaching iid to he wied in teiwto-

ing this concept. This demonstration may be with the instructor

only, with a peer group, or wi.th a ,.,roop of eleilwoLary school children.
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MATHEMATICS MOMLE # 5

"Place Value"

By Arthur Justice

Overview

Any place-value numeration systom has a scheme of grouting that is basic
to that system. The number of symbols necessary in a particular numerat.Ton
system is directly related to this basic grouping. For example, in the base-
ten system there are ten symbols or digits1 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
With various combinations of these ten digits, any number, no mtLer how great
or small, can be expressed. This is possible because the decimal system makes
use of place value and has a special symbol, the zero.

Most arithmetic problems are solved by some form of counting. As societies
perfected their systems of counting, they began logically to (:evelop shortcuts.
The shortcuts are defined as the four basic operations: Addition, subtraction,
multiplicati_on, and division.

Terminal Oki9ctive

When the learner has completed this module he will he able to explain and
demonstrate to children a comparison of place-value numeration systems and
conduct operations in bases other than base-Len.

Preassessment

Similar to the Post Test.

Enabling Objectives

Upon completion of this module, the learn will:

1. Be able to identify the basic features of n place-valne numeration system;

2. Be able to represent any given whole numbers :Al laany different bases;

3. Be able to make place-value grids for numerals in decimal and non-decimal
systems;

4. Be able to use standard notation, e:41anded.notation, and exporlent;al
notation to express numbers in a given base;

5. Be able to construct tables of basic addition and multiplication facts
for a given base;

6. Be able to use a table of basic addition facts in solving addition nd
subtraction examples in any base;

1 3



"Place Value" (continued, page 2)

7. Be able to use a table of basic multiplication facts in solving
multiplication and division examples in any base;

8. Will turn in a written evaluation on this module before receiving
credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read, Today's Mathematics, pp. 83-89; 105-111.

2. The learner will complete and present to the instructor for recording
Exercise Set 6, pp. 89-')0; and Exercise Set 7, pp. 111-112, Today's
Mathematics.

3. The learner will examine the Suggested Activities for Children, Today's
Mathematics, as directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 92-99

Middle Grade: pp. 98-102; 113-114

4. The learner will examine, Mathomatics, Goals and Activities K-6, Part I,
as directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 59-61; 69-72; 81-83; 90-92.

Middle Grade: pp. 81-83; 90-93; 107-108; 110; 118; 132. 134-136;
139; 158.

5. The learner will read the articles listed below:

a. "Diagnosis oE Pupil Performance on Place-Valoe Tasks," Kobert F.
Smith, Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. 20, #5, May, 1973.

b. "Introduction to the Numeration of Two-Place Numbers, " Hitoski Ikeda
ond Nosu Ando, Reading Teacher, April, 1959. pp. 249-251.

6. The learner will listen to the tape "Place-Value."

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan to
teach the concepts of this module. This lesson plan must centain a clear
statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to develop the under-
standing of the objective, materials to be used, the vocabulary necessary
for understanding and an instrument for evaluation to assess the success
of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonstrate to the instructor, using oae aspect of the
above lesson plan, a teaching aid to be used in teaching this concept.
This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with a peer group,
or with a group of elementary school children.
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MATHEMATICS MODULE # 6

"Numburs and Numerals"

by Arthur Justice

Overview

As man mastered his environment and developed an organized society he found

that a major necessity, in addition to language, was a method of counting and

recording numbers. From primitive one-to-one matching to present day application

of the binr.ry system in electronic computers, man has created a bewildering

variety of ways to count and record numbers. A modern mathematics program should

provide a foundation on which children can successfully build and develop number

concepts.

Terminal Objective

Upon completing this module the learner will be able to explain and demonstrate

to children concepts of whole nmnbers within A structure of systems of numeration.

Freassessment

Similar to the Post Test.

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to describe the C.evelopment of the number concept

from the concrete level through the semiconcrete, semiabstract and abstract

levels.

2. The learner will be able to determine order relationships between whole

numbers by using one-to-one correspondences between sets.

3. The learner will be able to apply the law of trichotomy to arrange whole

nmnbers in their proper order.

4. The learner will be able to use the symbols < , = 7 , to state order

relations between whole numbers.

5. The learner will be able to translate numerals from additive and

multiplicative numeration.systems into base-ten numerals.

6. The learner will be able to translate numerals from nondecimil place-

value systems into base-ten numerals, and visa versa.

7. The learner will be able to group objects in a given set to rc.present

the number of objects in the set by numeral in a variety of place-value

systems.
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"Numbers and Numerals" (contilued, page 2)

8. The learner will turn in a written evaluation on this module before
receiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read, Today's Mathematics, pp. 55-58; 67-74.

2. The learner will solve the Exercise Set #4, p. 59, Today's Mathematics,
and Exercise Set #5, p. 74, Today's Mathematics, and present to the
instructor for recording.

3. The learner will examine the Suggested Activity for Children, Today's
Mathematics, as directed below:

Early Childhood: .pp. 61-64; 75-78

Middle Grade: pp. 75-80

4. The learner will examine, Mathematics, Goals and Activities K-6, Part I,
as directed below:

Early Childhood: pp 40-59; 63-68; 75-80; 88-89; 92-94; 10'

ddle Grade: pp. 75-80; 82-83; 88-89; 92-94; 105-106; 108-115;
130-132; 136-139.

5. The learner will read the following article:

a. "What You Always Wanted To Know About Six But Have Been Afraid To
Ask," Alan R. Hoffer, Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. 20, #3, pp. 173-180.

6. The learner will listen to the tape, "Number and Numerals."

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan to
teach the concepts of this module. This lesson plan must contain a clear
statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to develop the under-
standing of the objective, materials to be used, the vocabulary necessary
for understanding and an instrument for evaluation to assess the success
of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will .demonst,:ate to the instructor, using one aspect of the
above lesson plan, a tec,ching aid to be used in teaching this concept.
This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with a peer L:roup,
or with a group of elementary school children.
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MATHEMATICS MODULE # 7

"Number Theory"

by Arthur Justice

Overview

In this module the learner will take a close look at an aspect of the
structural approach to the teaching of mathematics and the parts that make up
all numbers (factors). In doing so the learner will consider some of the most
efficient approaches to understanding numbers and their factors.

As a result of this close examination of number structure, it is hoped
that each learner will recognize the fundamental theorem of arithmetic as an
idea that he has known for a long time. But of greater importance is the
discovery of the way in which this theorem is basic to a thorough understand-
ing of operations on whole and fractional numbers. Tha information in this
module is necessary background for every elementary school classroom teacher.

Terminal Objective

The learner, upon completion of this module, will be able to explain and
demonstrate to children the use of prime number and fractorization as a tool
to be used in developing mathematical skills.

Preassessment

Similar to the Post Test.

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to write all possible tvo-factor product
expressions for a given counting number.

2. The learner will be able to draw all possible arrays that represent
a given counting number.

3. The learner will be able to classify counting numbers as prime or
composite.

4. The learner will be able to write the prime factorizbtion of any
given counting number.

5. The learner will be able to state the fundamental theorem of arithmetic.

6. The learner will be able to calculate the greatest common factor for a
given set of counting numbers.
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7. The learner will be able to calculate the lenst common multiple for
a given set of counting numbers.

8. The learner will turn in a written evaluation on this module before
receiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read, Today's Mathematics, pp. 181-200.

2. The learner will solve Exercise Set #12, p. 200, Today's Mathematics,
and present to the instructor Cor recording.

3. The learner will examine Activities for Children, Today's Mathematics,
as directed below:

Early Childhood: p. 202

Middle Grade: pp. 202-204

4. The learner will examine, Mothemntics, Goals and Activities K-6, Part I,
ns directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 95-96

Middle Grade: pp. 114-115; 116-119; 135
and in Part 2, pp. 135; 138-139.

5. The learner will listen to the tape "Number Theory."

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan to
teach the concepts of this module. This lesson plan must contain a clear
statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to develop the under-
standing of the objective, materials to be used, the vocabulary necessary
for understanding and an instrument for evaluation to assess the success
of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonstrate to the instructor, using one aspect of the
above lesson plan, a teaching aid to be used in teaching this concept.
This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with a peer group,
or-with a group of elementary school children.
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4, The lenruer
Part 2, ns

C;oals ;n)(1 Activitic.S K-6

Ernly (71,L11:ccd: 2°-..31; (;9-f.';0; 55-57; 66-6:3; 70-71;
.13; /;-/9; 167; 170; 172-175; 178-180;

, c.:9-100; 104-106; 108; 123-24;
-%1 fl; 1Y); i!:5; 12; 1.'6-150; 172-175;

i; 13L-191; 1.95-1),/.

5. 'file .1.-. r' a , ''',...:,i i ,,s of 0....rations: A

Nennirr ;,;1 ...,,.' .; : : , ! ! i . ', t 7. (: _T.- J.; .`..,. c.,..r, , .%pri 1 , 1969,

pp . 711 -:" :.

6. The. .
"

20

of G.itiens on



"Real Number Systom ald pz.s.,.

Post-Test

1. The learncr will (7e...elel. the :reir..:actor :1 lesson plan
to teach the corv.,rt.:-. this This 1e on plan must contain
a clear s t;iterot. oL I, t: !f) h , frocithLreS to develop
the undr:r:;tr:odi cf 1,.c L.Ids to ;),2 t
vocabulary fov H.1.;4 ruu,:mt: for evalua-tion tO !1(.

2. The lo=cr ill 2 ! H. L fr, riLno, 011(2 :Aspect ofthe bo'' 1 !:1: ' ,,;oct in tcschini; this
concept.

.1.!-..,,tructo1 only, with
LI peer 31.0up, :1;oheol children.
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"J'y4iition mod ,-;C)triction"

hy !,rhur Justice

Overview

In the module on Numbers and Numerals, a method was suggested for helping
children develop a concept of :umber hy ovng gradually frmi concrete ideas
of number involving taible of real objects, to abstract ideas of number
not involving real objects at a U. . It wls snggetted that we might begin with
sets of real objects, then proceed to the cardinal numbers of sets, and finally
consider just numbers in relation to each other.

If the child has experienced a rich proram of numbers, he should not find
the initial instruction in :he four fundamental operations difficult to under-
stand. In fact, if early wink h ,s been succ,.ssful, he should 1r,ove into a study
of the number combinations that anything now is being attempt-
ed. The four fundsmental prouees, involving both whole numbers and fractions,
compose the core of the prcr,,m in computational arithmetic. The teacher who
helps children achieve an understanding and mastery of the four fundamental
operations, creating interest and avoiding frustration at the samt-1 time, gives
the students an invaluable tool for everyday living. In this module the first
two of the four fundamental operations, addition and subtraction, will be
studied.

Terminal Objective

Upon completion of this m:,dule, tbe 1c2arner will be able to explain and
demonstrate to children the cincpts of addition and subtraction.

Preassessment

Similar to the l'ost

TEnabiine Obiectives

1. The learner be .ible

of unions of :;nts.
diji:!ct dditjon of yholo numbers in turns

2. The lcsrrnr will an 11,1E.L to w:c1 definition of addition to develop
the table of hAsic acId itioa a.c C.or the base-ton system.

3. The learner will be able to
on the number line.

illustrate a given addition sentence
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"Addition and Subtrnction" (continued, page 2)

4. The learner will he able co illusrrate a given subtraction sentence
on the number line.

5. Thu learner vill be able to explain how basic properties of addition
and place value ni-e used in solving nddition examples.

6. The lenrner will turn in a written evaluation of this module before

receiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read, Tod.nyMathcmatics, pp. 153-158.

2. The loz.rnur will solve Exorcise Set Today's Mathematics, p. 15y

and proenr to the instructor for rocording.

3. The lcarnor will Activities for Children, Today's Mathematic:

aS directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 161-166

Middle Crlde: pp. 165-168

4. The learner will ex.imine, Mothmatics Goals and Activities K-6, Part

as directed bi:low:

Early Childhocd: pp. 34-35

Middle Grade: None

Mnth ;:ematics,_Goals_nd Activities K-6, Part 2

Early Childhood: pp. 12-32; 34-43; 51-59; 74-81; 94-96; 167; 17C

172-174; 178

Middle Gr,ide: pp. 53-59; 74-81; 94-102; 111-116; 121-126;

148; 150-151; 154-158; 178; 190-191; 195

5. :he learner will read the following articles:

a. "Slide Into Addition c':Id Subtraction," Niirilyn Te.pcher,

April, 1973, p, 65.

b. "Giving t-11::IninL; to no Addition Algorithm," Iry King, Arithmetic
Teacher, Vol, 19, May, 19/2, pp. 345-3!!8.

o "Addition G;:mos," E[vera Sobcr, instructor, LXXXI, May, 1972,

p. 24.
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"Addition and Subtraction" (continued, page 3)

d. "Renaming in Subtraction," Lola May, Teacher, October, 1968,
pp. 106-108.

e. "The Case for A More Universal Number-line Model of Subtraction,"
Sister Marijane (Nrerner, Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. 20, #1, pp. 61-64.

6. The learner will listen to the tape, "Addition and Subtraction."

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan
to teach the concepts of this module. This lesson plan must contain a
clear statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to develop the
understanding of the objective, materials to be used, the vocabulary
necessary for understanding ;Ind an instrument for evaluation :o assess
the success of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner ill demonstrJte to the instructor, using one aspect of
the above lesson plan, a teaching aid to be used in teaching this
concept. This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with
a peer group, or with a group of elementary school children.



MATHM.TATICS Y.:MULE #_10

"Multiplication and Division"

by Arthur Justice

Overview

Addition and subtraction might be considered Lhe primary operations in

arithmetic, since most primitive mathematical needs beyond simple counting wore

answered by these two operations. As man's need for numbers became more

sophisticated, he tried to find more efficient ways to compute and this led to

the development of the operations of multiplication and division. Several

different techniques of multiplication evolved over the centureis. Multiplica-

tion developed much more rapidly than division which was seldom attempted

except with small divisiors. The division algorism that we use today was not

used until the fifteenth century.

Terminal Obiective

Upon completion of this module, the learner will be able to explain and

demonstrate to children the concopts of multiplication and division.

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to demonstrate basic multiplication facts

by using sets, Cartesian products, arrays and the number line.

2. The learner will be able to use Cartesian products and other models

to explain some of the basic properties of Lhe multiplication

operation.

3. The learner will be able to explain how the properties of addition

and multiplication can be used to justify the familiar multiplication

algorithm.

4. The learner will be able to use number line diagrams to illustrate

division examples.

5. The learner will turn in n writton evaluation of this module prior to

receiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will rcA yoday1:'_thematics, pp. 171-179.

2. The learner will solve Exercis, _ #11, p. 180, Today's Mathematics,

and present to the instructor recording.



r

"MultiplicGtion and DiviOon" (continued, pa,:e 2)

3. The loalrr will Activiticls for Children, Toddy's Mathematics,
as diroctd hetoy:

i;arly Childhood: 182-188

:4iddlo Grade: pp. 1F,:!-189

4. The leacner will CoaLl and Activities, Part 2, as

directed 1-ol.e',t:

Early Childhood: pp. 33; 4'i-50; 59-74; 62-94; 97; 175; 179-180

Ni.ddle Grade: pp. 2-9-1; 97; 103-110; 113; 117-121; 125-1L)5;
li9-10; 162-13; 188-189; 191; 195-197.

5. The le:(-n(tr will read th;1 following articles:

a. "Time-O-Math," Jim Gibb:sus, Tim.t_yucto(:_, Vol. LXXXI, p. it

h. "Precentin,z, i161Liplication of Counting Nuilibc:rs Oa Au Array Mattrix,"
Schage, Aritctic T,-;:..hor, December, lc,69.

c. "Divij;inn by F. Duncon, ArijIrT2ticTeocher, October,
1971, pp. fl.--382.

d. "Clifford's Check for Lol: Division," Clifford Lopate, Arithmetic
Tejchor, JiInuary, 1971. p. 118.

6. The lcArner will lista tc (hu tape, ":-Iultiplication and Division."

Post-Test

1. The will (i(welcT .mnd prtff.ont to the instructor a lesson plan to
tech the cf,ncpts of this EJ.d,le. This lesson plan must contain a
clear ,,L.itomP.ent. of to !: tau;,,ht, procedures to develop the

irviing H.;..:cials to be the vocabulary
nucery for ar(i i(1-;ir(uL:nt fur evalu.ltion to assess

the snccess of tilirt

2. The le:!rner wiil dciLonstr;_:te to the instructor, w;ing one aspect oE
the above 1.,'_;sDn pin, a to.iching aid to be in ter,ching this
conccpt. This dei:onstration zo7 be wltth the instructor only, with
a peer voup, or with a .i;rOup of entary school children.
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MATHMATICS MODULE # 11

"Measurement"

by Arthur Justice

Overview

Children gl:ow up with measures of quantity all around them. They see milk,
e7,gs, and cookies sold in quart cartons, containers for a dozen, and pound
packes, respectively. Small children watch while an adult uses a tapeline or

ruler to measure articles of various len!;ths and shapes. They hear questions
and statements .thout time, height, weight, distance and temperature. From these
early and often cr.ode beginninLsf_hildren acquire ideas of denominate numbers.
It is the l:sk of the school to deepen these understandings and to bring a
preciseness to noir use which is needed in our technologically oriented society.

Terminal Obj2ctive

Upon complet:ion of this module, the learner will be able to explain and
demonstrate Le children the concepts of measurement.

Preassessment

Similar to or the s-me is the Post-Test.

Enlbling Otjectives

1. The learrlor will be ahle to demonstrate understandings of relationships

betwe'n ,;t:ul,i-cd units of measure in the Enfr,lish system and the metric

2 The lc:arer will be :.51.2 to demonstrate understanding of some of the
at'vantas nn(1, disndvant,):;es of the English system as compared to the
mccric

3. The learrr will be ;,hle to convort measurements from the.English system
to metric syste711.

4. The learner will be able to convert measurements From the metric systilll
to the Enr,lish system.

5. The le,:rner will be.1:le to perform operations on denominate numbers.

6. Th,2 learner will turn in a written evaluation of this module before
receiving crcdit.
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"Measurement" (continued, page 2)

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read, Todav's_Nathematics, pp. 361-370.

The learner will solve E%Orcisit Set #19, pp. 370-371, Today's
Mathematics, and present to (Aft: instructor for recording.

3. The learner will examine Activities for Children, Today's
Mathematics, as directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 372-376

MiAlle Grade: pp. 375-379

4. The learner will examine, Mathematics, Coals and Activities K-6,
Part 3, ns directed below:

Early Childhood: pp. 76-135

Middle Ccnde: pp. l02-1/0

5. The learner will ex-7mine the following:

a. "Brief History of N;,esnrement Systems," U. S. Department of
Commerce, Pub. 204A, October, 1972.

b. "Metric Supplement to Science and Mathematics," Fred J. Ilelgren,
Metric Association, 19/3.

c. "All You Will Meek! to Know About Metric," U. S. Department of
Commerce, Washingtcn, D. C.

6. The learner will read the following articles:

a. The April, 1973 isue of the Arithmeticleachor, Vol. 20, #4.

b. "Measure roc Measure," Lynn 01F:on, Teacher, February, 1971, pp. 92-94.

c. "Math - Lab V," Lola May, Te.lcher, Vol. 89, #6, February, 1972.

d. "Children's Errors in Telling Time And A Recommended Teaching
Sequence," Fredricka Reisman, Arithmetic Teacher, March, 1971,

2 8



"Measurement" (condnued, page 3)

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan
to teach the concepts of this module. This lesson plan must contain a
clear statemr.nt of objectives to be taught, procedures to develop the
understanding of the objective, materials to be used, the vocabulary
necessary for understanding and an instrument for evaluation to assess
the success of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonstrate to the instructor, using one aspect of
the above lesson plan, a teaching aid to be used in teaching this
concept. This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with
a peer group, or with a group of elementary school children.
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"Fractious"
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"Fract ions" 0:ootitrl,

2. The 1carnor
!:athenintics,Exercise Set /44, !,-). '2' L.:;) ExcLc S...tt #1.5,pp. 275-276 ;ms,_1 im.t,cr.,1: ir rucordi.p.y,.
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"Fractions" (cooLiLel,

Post-Test

1. The learher ri 11 .,:I to the 1.t- th...; ;1 hev:;ort plan

to teach the. .. rot ';;t hmst contain

o clo.-tr r.t. of 0:);,;, t v.y.; IHVOS t o develop

tho pt. tnL. , ds to the

vocabutory .1nd ;:n L;;L:tru,:,..nt for evalua-

tion to Lhe L1,.!

2. The letr,ic:t . IL, to the io:;t:m...tor, w;in,,, Pik; aspect of

the al)ove aid to Hncd in ce..:chinl!, this

concept. -Oils :Hon 11::1> ho -ith the i,v:tructor only, with

rohp, oc tit :t 'School children.
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MATREMATICS MODULE # 13

"Decimals"

by Arthur Justice

Overview

Any fractional number can be expressed by a fraction in which the numeratoris a whole number and the denominator is a counting number. Fractional numberscan also be expressed by decimals. Decimals are extremely convenient andefficient for purposes of computation. They permit the place value notationused for whole numbers to be extended to fractional numbers. For these andother reason's, decimals are widely used in science, industry, and commerce.The concept of place value is fundamental to an understanding of decimals.In order that children may be able to discover the meaning of decimals forthemselves, it is necessary for them to review place value.

Terminal Objective

Upon completion of this module, the learner will be able to explain anddemonstrate to children the concept of operations upon decimal numbers.

Proassossment

Similar to the Post-Test.

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to write any given fractional number asa decimal.

2. The learner will be able to express any given decimal in expanded
notation.

3. The learner will be able to perform the four fundamental operationson nuMbers expressed in decimal form.

4. The learner will be able to compare fractional numbers expressed indecimal form.

5. The learner will be able to rewrite any terminating or repeating
decimal in fraction form.

6. The learner will be able to use ratios and proportions to describe
problem situations in mathematical terms.

7. The learner will be able to use ratios and proport.ions to solvepercent problems.

3 4



"Decimals" (continued, page 2)

8. The learner will be able to express numbers in scientific notation.

9. The learner will turn in a written evaluation on this module before
receiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will road, Todav's Mathematics, pp. 293-304.

2. The learner will solve the Exercise Set #16, p. 305, Today's Mathematics,
and present to the instructor Cor recording.

3. The learner will examine Activities for Children, Today's Mathematics,
as directed below:

Early Childhood: None

Middle Grade: pp. 309-317

4. The learner will 0::nr,11110, Matheil:ItACS Goals and Activitios K-6 Part I,
as directed below:

Early Childhood: None

Middle Grade:. pp. 126; 128; 149-152; 153-154; 159

Mathematics Coals and Activities K-6, Part II

Early Childhood: None

Middle Grade: pp. 96; 116; 120; 148-149; 153; 194.

4. The learner will listen to the tape, "Decimals."

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan
to teach the concepts of this module. This lesson plan must contain a
clear statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to develop the
understanding of the objective, materials to be used, the vocabulary
necessary for understanding and on instrument for evaluation to assess
the success of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonstrate to the instructor, using one aspect of
the above lesson plan, a teaching aid to be used in teaching this
concept. This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with
a peer group, or with a group of elementary scFool children.
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1e111 So i.Vin..!"

Al.:.hur Justice

Overview

-

One of the ..:t -",:t*E.: in which we communicate with each other
is through langtiago. .?:-:s c.2,i.,..ses the child learns to construct
complete, m2an....n,jt-al 4. . . He le,)1-ns that, to be complete, a
sentence dt 2 w-;t idea. To convey ideas, he learns
to use particular of for.11 c,..:.:ni.ete sentences.

Mdtlit2inaLic.L3 , too, is f cc:1ete matIle_qtritical ideas
in 1.,rticu.1;,r !Cul. wodein mr--Ith,?Inatics

progr)ms in the grdes. Basic ideas
related to thi's tr,pic uc 1 ,.d rcin ro: eve-ry latcr grade. T12e

child learns to ./nLo iii,ii:hen.aLical sentences and
math,2mutical Yhoi, I:cchniques translation
are the 2)a:31s for suL.,;CL;s Cal

Terminal Objective

When this .:-odule is comp.?,t.:2,1, the 1 ui rnor will be ab 7 to expLain culd
demonstrate to children th,2 co,:cepts of how to trans.late a maLhematical sentence,
enabling him to ::olve

Preassessmcnt

Similiar to tM 2csu

Enabling Objectiv:)s

1. The /earner ..4 71 1: ccJiToncliLs t..f a m Th. : '11

.1;e121:nce.

2. The .2c,.r ,: r...hther a Tit,. ,r/ iS Open or

3. The .7e,Tirn_....r ::111 r. :Jo tell wi;c:::2.2r a gLven closed .;en!;ence is
true OT rCqs-2.

4. The i. rn..r 1 '.o d interpret set ild.r notation.

5. Th,.? ';o :;olution ucts of Rimple m,-,thf.mutical
sontr...nces.
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6. Tlic! lea 1 7. ,;, t t: 7;on t c?nce to Ciw;cribed 1."0/1 t;

7- TJ:e
.! t.y,,luar!on on th,..s nuchile hafare

Enablinci i.
1. The lrn,r t.:(

;.7,-crl?...rotics, no. L....7-144.
2. The Po, pp. 144-74`.;,.3nd re Cor rceoriiing.
3. The rno r w 13

;-or C121 I d s Ni ics,os rec7`

Early

;;2'42..!C

4. The learner , :'. , ActiHI:i.-s K-6, Part 2,as direc.-ted 4.?107,7:

Early 1.p. 107-.763; 1741; 16
Niddle Grade: pp. 176; 106; .1.72-193; 196; .198

5. The learner wil.Z r,,ad rt "Open Pont:enc.:esThe i.!ost UsefulTool in Problem Solv.ipq," r,0711 s
/7..r_.;.!:12:1.:i.c.r_r:r;:lier, March, 1967,Vol. 14, pp. 263-2:17.

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop .:ncI .r.,t,?servit to the inst,..uctor a lesson planto teach th,i concepts or: f:Ii7.r; 7:?fv-,on plan most evataina clear sta:et,',:nt 7 ba 1 it, pi c.codures 1-o cic2vt..,.lopthe understandiny
to Lc; u;;ed, thevocabulary nc:co.,;.,;,:,r;./ for ;....!.--itc,nelin,f and an in:-;trurysnt for evaluationto assess the Juc the

2. The learner will de;:!:2..-:te 'a thr, ?..iistr:Jctor, vsinri one .3:Tc:et ofthe above los:5on phin, a u.c.;e0 in 1-..ea,...11'ny thisconcept. This c:,:nst ration
a!:1.1y,witha peer group, or with a ,roup

(711Hdren.
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I0V. Ind Ciar LS"

Ix; Arthur Justice

Overview

In this module, the leal.nor will examine some of the properties of
relations, study a special kind of relation known as a function, and will sec
how mathematical relations :11(1 functions can be pictured by means of charts
and graphs.

Terminal Objective

When Lhe learn(r has complcted this module, he will bn able to explain and
demonstrate co chil ren how :.ny relationship or function of items may be shown
by a graph or chart.

Preissessment

Similar to the Post-Test.

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to tell whether a given relation is reflexive,
Symmetric, or transitive.

2. The learner will be able to write a set of ordered pairs for a given
relation.

3. The learner will be able to determine whether a given relation f'S or
is not a function.

4. The learner will be able to vaph a given relation or function in the
number plane.

5. The learner will be able to use the graph of a relation to tell
whether the relation is or is not a function.

6. The learner will turn in a written evaluation on this module before
receiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read, Today".s21.2):hemntic.s, pp. /145-453.

2. The learner will solve the Exercise Set #22, pp. 453-454, Todny's
t12.gialils.w., and present to the instructor for recording.
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..
"Graphs and Charts" (cuutinued, 1,:we 2)

3. The learner will e:::mlino Activities fur Children, Todav's_M:_tthmatlics,
as directed below:

Early Cbildhold: None

Middle Cr:1de: pp. 456-461

4. The learner will o7:0mine, Ma_ 11 1;a:_ics Coals and Activities K-6 Part 3,
as directed l'elflw:

Earl/Childhood: pp. 172-183

Middle Gr.ide: pp. 182-199

Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan
to todch the concepts of this todnle. This lesson plan must contain a
clear statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to develop the
understandiuL; of the objeci:ive, materials to be used, the voclbulary
necessary fur undeistanding and an instruvent for evaluation to assess
the success of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonst:ate to the instructor, using one aspect of
the above lesson plan, a teaching aid to Le used in teaching this
concept. This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with
a peer group, or with a group of elementary school children.
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MATHEMATICS NODULE #

"Logic"

Overview

Logic is implict in the structural approach used in today's elementaryprograms. Children use logical reasoning more and more as they progress fromthe primary grades through the middle grades. At the middle grade level, childrenare more conscious of the way in which statements are related to one another,and they become_ more clearly aware of how they reason their way to solutions ofproblems. This module deals with some of the fundamental notions of logicwhich are commonly used in mathematics and everYday life.

Terminal Objective

Upon completion of this module, the learner will be able to explain anddemonstrate to children some of the fundamental notions of logic which arecommonly used in mathematics.

Preassessment

Similar to the Post-Test.

Enabling Objectives

1. The learner will be able to define the terms conluction, disjunction,and conditional.
2. The learner will be able to read and interpret sentences that usethe logical connections/1,V

,

3. The learner will be able to tell whether a given compound statement istrue or false by using what you know about the truth or falsity of thecomponents and what you have learned about the logical connectives.4. The learner will be able to use truth tables to determine the validityor invalidity of simple arguments.
5. The learner will turn in a written evaluation on this module beforereceiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read, Tody's Mathematics, pp. 481-485.2. The learner will solve the Exercise Set #24, pp. 485-486, Today's
Mathematics and.present to the instructor for recording.3. The learner will examine the Activities for Chfldren, Today's Magaxineas listed below:

Early Childhood: None
Middle Grade: pp. 287-488

4. Student Option



Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the instructor a lesson plan

to teach the conccpts of this module. This-lesson plan must contain

a clear statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to develop

the understanding of the objective, materials to be used, the

vocabulary necessary for understanding and an instrument for evaluation

to assess the success or the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonstrate to the instructor, using one aspect of

the above lesson plan, a teaching aid to be used in teaching this

concept. This demonstration may be with the instructor only, with

a peer group, or with a group of elementary school children.



MATHEMATICS ODULE # 17

"Probability"

Overview

Children in the elementary gradcs can bencEit from rAn introduction to oo:neof the basic co..,cepts of statistics end proho.bility. Scm:2 ncqu:lin'ance withthe methods of gathering and organizing data Alan-id he a peet of each child'smathematical experience. Statistics help people to find answers to questionsby making available intelligent methods for using limited amounts of data toarrive at predictions.

The concept of probability is pact of our everyday lives. Childrenalready use the terminology and ideas of probability. Most of the mathematicsof probability is extremely complex. Very able pupils m:.3ht be led to discoversome of the basic facts of probability intuitively. The topic might beconsidered enrichment at grades 5 and 6.

Preassessment

Similar to the Post-Test

Terminal Objective

1. The learner will be able to define the teems: "cange,',' "mean,"It

median," and "mode."
2. The learner will be able to calculate the r.,nce, mean, ra-..dian, andmode for a given collection of facts.
3. The learner will be able to construct a hfstogtam end frequencypolygon for a given collection of facts.
4. The learner will be able to clmonstratc underitanding of tLe fundimental

concepts 2nd definitions of probability.
5. The learner will be able to demonstrete uederstanc7ing of Pascal's

triangle by using it to calculate probabilitie..
6. The len.-ner will turn in a .,:ritten evaluation on Clis module beforereceiving credit for it.

Enabling Activities

1. The learner will read, Today's Mathematics, pp. 465-572.2. The learner will solve Exercise Set #23, p. 472, Today's_Nethematics,
and present to the instructor for recording.

3. The learner will examine Activities for Children. pp. 474-477, ..f!:*_.1.x'sMathematics.
4. Student option.
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Post-Test

1. The learner will develop and present to the iostrueLor a lesson plan
to teach the concepts of this module. This lesson plan must containa clear statement of objectives to be taught, procedures to developthe understanding of the objective, materials to he used, the
vocabulary necessary for understanding and an instrument for evaluationto assess the success of the teaching lesson.

2. The learner will demonstrate to the instructor, using one aspect ofthe above lesson plan, a teaching aid to he used in teaching thisconcept. This demonstration may be vith the instructor only, witha peer group, or with a group of elementary school children.


